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In this paper a proof is given that the dollar-cost-averaging investment strategy yields no advantage over any other 
non-clairvoyant strategy by showing that the difference between any two strategies is a mean-zero martingale. An interesting 
corollary of tIllS theorem is that if X, is a continuous positive martingale then the process }~ = ~fJXs ds -I is also a 
martingale. 

martingales * system theorems * dollar cost averaging 

1. Introduction 

In tlus paper we consider an investment strategy 
called dollar-cast-averaging (DCA). It is well 
known that the argument in favor of DCA is 
flawed: an investor cannot get something for noth
ing. Probabilists have made tltis type of flaw pre
cise with theorems like the optional sampling the
orem or, more generally, the martingale system 
theorem (see e.g. [4]). It is interesting that the 
usual martingale system theorem is not formulated 
in a manner that is convenient for debunking 
DCA. The purpose of tltis paper is to formulate a 
new martingale system theorem wltich directly 
shows that DCA yields no advantage. 

The story beltind DCA goes as follows. Finan
cial pla111lers argue (see e.g. [2] or [5]) that invest
ing a fixed small amount periodically in a given 
stock is superior to a single large investment in 
that stock. These financial pla111lers, perhaps 
motivated by a larger percentage commission on 
small investments, argue that, in buying fixed small 
amounts frequently, the investor will benefit 
through buying relatively more when the price is 
low than when it is high. In tltis way, they claim 
that the investor can make money even when the 
share price does not exhibit an upward trend. Tltis 
investment strategy is called dollar-cost-averaging. 

We compare a general investment strategy to 
the mean performance of the stock. By introduc-

ing a time dependent scale factor to correct for 
any drift in the mean performance, we may without 
loss of generality assume that the mean perfor
mance would pay one dollar for every dollar in
vested no matter when the investment is liqui
dated. For this reason, we will refer to the mean 
performance as pocketing the money but the reader 
should realize that what we have in ntind is a 
riskless investment that matches the mean perfor
mance of the stock investment (at least over some 
reasonable time frame). Of course in reality, there 
is no riskless investment that matches the perfor
mance of a risky investment. Our comparison to 
the mean performance merely serves as a bench
mark to judge the relative merits of possible in
vestment strategies. 

In Section 3, we propose a better model and 
show that, on the average, no strategy has an edge. 
In Section 4, we show how to correct for trends so 
that the martingale theorem in Section 3 applies in 
general. Finally, in Section 5 we study the con
tinuous version of the model introduced in Section 
3. 

2. Dollar-cost-averaging 

Suppose that the share price of a certain stock 
is modeled by a stochastic process Xk , k ~ 0, 1, 
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2, ... . If a dollars are invested every month in 
tlus stock, then the number of shares purchased in 
the k-th month is a/Xk and the total number 
of shares accumulated up through month II is 
'£%_aa/Xk • The value of this investment after the 
II-th month is obtained by multiplying tlus sum by 
the final share price ~,. Hence, the random varia
ble 

" 
y ~X '\' ~-a(lI+l) 

II II L..J X 
k=O k 

(2.1) 

denotes the difference between how we would do 
investing in this stock compared to simply pocket
ing a dollars for each of the II + 1 months. 

In order to say anything concrete, we need to 
give more details about the stochastic process Xk • 

One possibility is to assume that Xk is a simple 
random walk conditioned to return to its starting 
value xa at some fixed time, say II. Tlus is the 
process that assigns equal probability to each of 
the feasible trajectories {xk } k=O.l ..... n: XII = Xo and 
Xk+l ~xk±1 (for k~O, 1, ... ,11-1). If we as
sume that Xa is sufficiently large (i.e., that II < 
2xa), then the feasible trajectories take only posi
tive values. Let g denote the set of feasible trajec
tories. (Note that for g to be nonempty, it is 
necessary that II be an even integer.) The usual 
argument in favor of investing on a regular basis 
relies on this simple random walk model and is 
summarized by the following theorem. 

Theorem 1. Ii Xk is simple ralldom walk cOlldi
tiolled to return to its starting poillt Xo at time 11, 

and 11 is all even integer satisfying 11 < 2xo, thell 
E[Y,,] > O. 

Proof. For every sequence {x. h-O.I ..... " in g, let 
(j'.1k-a.I ..... " denote the 'reflected' sequence: x. 
~ Xo + (xa - x.) ~ 2xo - xk' Let y" be defined as 
in (2.1) using the sequence Xk and let )1" be the 
analogous quantity obtained using the reflected 
sequence xk' Then 

l(y +.i')~x a ~ - -+-.- -a(II+1). "1(1 1) 
2 11 1/ " ° 2 Xk xk k=O 

(2.2) 

Since the harmonic mean of a pair of numbers is 
smaller than the arithmetic mean, we see that 

( I( -I + ,0-1))-1 ~ I(X' + ,0) _, 
"2 Xk " k ""=:"2 k "k ~"o· (2.3) 
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Combining (2.2) and (2.3), we get 

t(y" +.5',,);;;. 0 

with equality holding if and only if x. ~ xk for 
k ~ 0, 1, ... , II (which is impossible for trajectories 
in g). The conclusion of the theorem now follows 
from the observation that Q is invariant under 
reflection and that a trajectory and its reflection 
have the same probability. 0 

The principle difficulty with this model is that 
we conditioned the process to return to its starting 
point at some future time. There is no way in real 
life that this can be guaranteed. In fact, if we 
knew that we were going to return to Xo at some 
specified future time, then it would be possible to 
do even much better than DCA. Namely, invest 
only when X. is less than Xo' 

3. A more realistic model 

In this section we introduce an improved model. 
Instead of a simple random walk conditioned to 
return to its starting point, we let Xk be a positive 
martingale. Roughly speaking, a martingale is a 
stochastic process wluch is 'fair'. That is, the 
conditional expectation of Xk + 1 given the values 
of Xo, XI"'" X. is simply equal to X •. It is often 
convenient to give more information than simply 
past values of X •. In general, one might want to 
condition on the entire past history of the uni
verse. Let .'7. denote a collection of random 
variables constituting all (relevant) history up to 
and including time k. The collection {.'7.1. ~ a is 
called a iiltratioll, and a stochastic process Xk is 
called a martillgale adapted to the filtration 
{ .'7.1 k ~ a if, for each k, X. is a fUllction of the 
random variables in.'7k and 

E[ Xk+ l l.'7k 1 ~ Xk 

(see [3] for the definition and properties of condi
tional expectation). Associated with any martin
gale Xk is another stochastic process (X). that 
measures the variability of Xk • This process is 
called the quadratic variatioll process and is de
fined as 

k-l 

(X)k~ ~ (E[ Xf+llffii]- X]). 
j=O 

\ 
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Instead of assuming that we invest a dollars 
each month, we let the size of the investment vary 
from month to month as a random variable A" 
(not necessarily positive). The only assumption 
that we need to make is that Ak is adapted to the 
filtration (ff.) b o. This means that, for each k, 
A,.. is a function of some or all of the random 
variables in 57k • In tlus more general setting, the 
difference between the value of our stock investR 

ment at time J1 and the total number of dollars 
invested up through time Jl is 

" (X ) J:1 = L A,.. i: - 1 
k=O " 

(3.1) 

and the total number of shares owned at time 11 is 

11 A,.. 
S,,~ I: X' 

k=O " 

(3.2) 

The following theorem shows that no choice of 
investment streams A" can give an advantage over 
simply pocketing the money. 

ll1eorem 2. The process 1:1 is a mean-zero martin
gale lV/lOse quadratic variatioll is given by 

1l-1 

(Y)" ~ I: (X)j+1 - (X)j)Sf. (3.3) 
)=0 

Proof. First note that 1:1 can be written as follows: 

1:, ~ ',£1 Ak ( i' -1). 
k=O k 

(3.4) 

Using (3.1) and (3.4) and the definition of S," we 
see that 

Taking conditional expectations of both sides 
shows that J:

1 
is a martingale. Hence, 

E[ Y,,2+Ii .~] - ):,2 ~ E[ (1:,+ 1 - Y" )21.~] 

~ E[ (X,,+I - x,,)2 1 s<;;] s,; 

~ (E[ X,;+I IS<;;] - x,;js';. 
(3.5) 

From the definition of quadratic variation, (3.5) 
implies that 

(Y)H+I - (Y)" ~ {(X),,+I - (X),,)S';. 

Summing tlIis formula gives us (3.3), thereby com
pleting the proof. 0 

Remarks. (1) It is not necessary to assume that Xk 

is strictly positive as long as we make the extra 
stipulation that X" = 0 implies Ak = 0 and we use 
the convention that zero times infinity is zero. 
This relaxation of the positivity assumption allows 
us to consider stocks of finns that can go bank
rupt. The above stipulation says that we can't buy 
shares of a bankrupt stock. Of course, in real life 
once a stock price luts zero it stays there but the 
mathematics does not require this for Theorem 2 
to hold. The mathematics also does not require 
nonnegativity of X,.., but it is hard to imagine a 
realRworld interpretation for tlus level of gener~ 
ality. 

(2) In the investment strategy model we should 
think of the quadratic variation as measuring the 
level of risk. 

(3) The usual martingale system theorem says 
that if Xk is a martingale and Bk is adapted to the 
filtration (ff.) b 0 then the process 

11-1 

Z,,~ I: Bk(Xk.,I-Xk) 
k=O 

is a martingale. The fact that J:1 is a martingale 
can be derived from tlIis result by taking 

k A 
Bk~ I: x', 

)=0 } 

however tlus seems like a round-about way of 
proving it. 

4. Adjusting for trends 

In this section we shmv that the assumption 
that the share price process is a martingale actu
ally entails no loss of generality. To start, let X" 
be an arbitrary positive stochastic process repre
senting the share price. Put 

x,.. = Rk X,.. , 

where R k is the discount factor given by 

k-I X 
Rk~ n [ } Go' 

j~O E Xj+IIYj ] 

Note that R" is a function of some or all of the 
random variables in '%,..-1 and that 

XI..-
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The factor R k is called the discount factor because 
its application turns the share price Xk into a 
martingale Xk : 

E["Yk+llS'k] ~Rk+,E[Xk+,IS'kl 
~RkXk 

~Xk' 
At time 11, the value of our investment is ~/SII' 

Hence, the present value of the investment is 
RnXnSI/' The present value of the actual invest
ment stream is Lk=oRkAk. We are interested in 
the difference between these two present values: 

" 
1:/= RI/XI/SI/ ~ L RkAk 

k=O 

"( A ) L RI/Xn x~ - RkAk 
k=O k 

t Ak( ~, -1), 
k~O Xk 

where Ak = RkAk represents the present value of 
the dollar investment at time k. This last formula 
is in the form that we studied in the previous 
section. 

5. A continuous version 

In tltis section we assume that the reader is 
familiar with Ito calculus for continuous parame
ter semi-martingales (see e.g. [1]). 

Let X, be a positive continuous local martingale 
representing the share price at time I, let B, be a 
senti-martingale representing the number of dol
lars invested in the stock at time I and put 

~ = ~Sf - Bp 

where 

represents the total number of shares owned at 
time I. Note that Bf represents the total dollar 
investment at time I and so it is the continuous 
analog of Lk=oAk • Since Bf is a semi-martingale, 
we see that we are allowing the investor to buy 
and sell shares at a very fast pace. 

Theorem 3. The value }~ is given by 
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If Bt is locally of bounded varialiol1, Ihen 1~ is a 
conlinuous local marlingale with quadralic variatioll 

, -1/ 
2 (J ), - 0 s" d(X)". (5.1) 

Proof. Applying the integration by parts formula 
from Ito calculus (see e.g. [IJ, p.68), we see that 

XIS/~ {S"dX,,+ Iolx"dS,,+ (X, S)/' 

From the definition of Sf and the associative law 
for stochastic integrals, we get 

fotXI/ dSu = B1 -

Therefore, 

y,~ {S"dX,,+(X, S)/' 

If BI locally has bounded variation, then SI also 
has tlris property and so the joint variation (X, S)I 
vanishes. Hence, 

J; ~ loIs" dX;,. (5.2) 

Since St is continuous, it is predictable and hence 
the stochastic integral is a martingale. Formula 
(5.1) follows from (5.2) (see e.g. [IJ, p.56). This 
completes the proof. 0 

Remarks. (1) Choosing BI ~ t, the definition of Y, 
reduces to the formula given in the abstract. 

(2) If we restrict our attention to the case where 
shares are purchased but not sold, then BI is 
increasing and hence is locally of bounded varia
tion. 

(3) If BI has unbounded variation, then in 
general (X, S)I will not vanish. This means that if 
we are ab1e to vary our investment stream fast 
enough, then we can potentially make the value of 
our investment into a submartingale. 

Example. Suppose that BI ~ XI' Then, using Ito's 
formula, we see that 

() () 1 11 d( X)" 
S/~ln XI -In Xo +2 --2-' 

OX/I 

Hence, 
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Since (X,ln(X», is obviously increasing, the 
process }~ is a submartingale. The economic inter~ 
pretation is simple. If we could actually react so 
fast to the market that we could make our dollar 
investment match the share price of the stock, 
then we would be in the enviable position of 
having a large amount invested when the price is 
high and a small amount invested when the price 
is Imv. This anomaly is an artifact of the continu
ous time model and as we showed in the previous 
section this behavior is impossible in discrete time. 
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